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The São Jorge Genealogical Society is a registered 501(c)3 Non-Profit Organization which aims to assist those researching their
lineage on the island of São Jorge, Azores.

It does so by:

● Providing research support and helping to interpret findings
● Making pertinent resources publicly accessible
● Promoting interest in, and fostering knowledge of São Jorge’s rich history

To date, the society has digitized over 250,000 pages of manuscripts dating back to the 1500s.
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Jeremy Berry-Cahn serves as President of the São Jorge Genealogical Society.
He co-founded the organization in 2016 to assist those researching their
lineage on the island, and has overseen all of the society’s indexing and
digitization initiatives since that time. Jeremy received his Bachelor’s degree
in History from California State University Sacramento in 2021, and is
currently pursuing a Master’s in Archives and Preservation Management
(MLIS) from Simmons University in Boston, Massachusetts.

As an avid genealogist he particularly enjoys evaluating the integrity,
reliability, and completeness of popular archival sources such as census and
tax records, vital statistics, and draft registration records. While in
Sacramento, Jeremy worked as a student assistant for the Collections
Management Unit of the California State Archives. He currently serves as
Town Archivist at a Massachusetts Clerk's Office and is heavily involved with
numerous Historical Societies in both Essex and Middlesex Counties.

Jeremy belongs to the National Society of the Sons of the American
Revolution, Mayflower Society, and numerous other genealogical
organizations. He previously served as a project manager and committee
chairman for US GenWeb, and volunteered as a Family History Center
research consultant. In his free time, Jeremy also enjoys writing Freedom of
Information Law requests to help facilitate access to genealogical records, and
helping to preserve 17th and 18th century graveyards in New England.
Jeremy’s Azorean ancestors came to Morro Bay, California in the 1870’s and

1880’s where they operated a number of dairy farms. The majority of his Portuguese ancestors were from Calheta, Ribeira Seca,
Manadas, and Norte Pequeno São Jorge, though he also has lines in Topo, São Jorge, Flamengos Faial, Castelo Branco, Faial,
Bandeiras, Pico, Santa Luzia, Pico, Angra, Terceira, and Sé, Terceira.
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What Are Population Lists?

A population list is any document that provides a listing of inhabitants in a given area. Since civil censuses covering the Azores are far
and few between, this guide is mostly composed of census substitutes; records that provide similar information and can help pinpoint a
person’s residency in a given year. These substitutes include civil censuses, confessional rolls, tax records, juror lists, and voter rolls.

About This Project

In February, 2022 the São Jorge Genealogical Society launched a new project with the goal of digitizing as many Azorean population
lists as possible; not only for São Jorge, but for all islands in the Azores. Since the organization’s core mission is concentrated on São
Jorge research, independent fundraisers were held to digitize records for the other islands and SJGS general funds were not used.
Therefore, the amount of content available for each island varies greatly based on how much money could be raised for scanning that
island’s records.

The majority of time was spent on the central island group, and only a few documents for S. Miguel were copied in the first phase of
the project. The island of Santa Maria is the only island not included in this initiative at the present time.

Types of Population Lists

Civil Censuses

By definition, a census is simply “an official count or survey of a population”. In the Azores, censuses were generally administered by
parishes at the request of the Concelho, Câmara Municipal, or a larger governing body. These records are most often referred to as
‘Mapa da População’.
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1766 Census:

When the Captaincy-General of the Azores was created in 1766, the government requested that all Azorean parish priests
create statistical reports documenting the population of their parish. They then submitted them to a nearby magistrate, who
was tasked with compiling the documents (decree of 2.08.1766). Priests were instructed to divide their report into three
sections. The first section needed to enumerate all inhabitants in the civil parish who had received communion. The second
portion documented all deaths occurring in 1766, and specified how many of the decedents were ten years old or younger,
between eleven and forty years, forty-one to sixty years, sixty to eighty years, or beyond eighty years of age. The final
section was to provide information on the number of persons who had been baptized during the calendar year.

Statistical Census Nominative Census

The vaguety of these requirements led priests to interpret their responsibilities in very different ways. Some chose to
administer a census of their parish in order to obtain the requested information, while others simply drew-up figures based
on the most recent Confessional Roll. It was also unclear whether these reports were intended to be nominative or purely
statistical, so censuses for some towns provide the names of their inhabitants divided into households, while others do not.
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Today, only the censuses for São Jorge, Terceira, Graciosa, Flores and Corvo are known to survive. Collectively, they
comprise roughly 300 pages, and are kept at the Arquivo Histórico Ultramarino in Lisbon (AHU, Azores, cx. 6, n. 15). Of
the forty freguesias, the only nominative lists to exist are for:

■ Manadas, São Jorge
■ Norte Pequeno, São Jorge
■ Quatro Ribeiras, Terceira
■ Ribeira Seca, São Jorge
■ Rosais, São Jorge
■ Santo Amaro, São Jorge
■ Urzelina, São Jorge
■ Velas, São Jorge

○ Additionally, the 1766 statistical census for Luz, Graciosa lists each decedent in the year 1766 by name.

The São Jorge Genealogical Society has digitized the 1766 Census in its entirety, and has made scans of all nominative
population lists available on its website free of charge. They are available in the SJGS Digital Reading Room: Confessional
Roll & Population List Portal

1832-1839 Censuses

Numerous civil censuses were taken in the Azores throughout the 1830’s, but they survive only sporadically and the
original documents are split across several archives which makes them difficult to research. Following is a list of the
records presently known to survive:

1832 census - covers most parishes on Corvo, São Jorge, and Terceira
1833 census - covered São Miguel, but surviving documents can only be located for the city of Ponta Delgada
1835 census - covers many parishes on Terceira
1837 census - covers most parishes on Flores
1838 census - covers most parishes on Pico
1839 census - covers most parishes on São Jorge
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Confessional Rolls (Rol de Confessados)

Confessional Rolls are a kind of religious census undertaken by the Catholic Church. Each parish in the Azores created these records
with the aim of recording who confessed during Lent each year and whether or not they received Communion. These documents are
akin to civil census records and provide much of the same information - they list heads of households, subsequent family members,
each person’s relationship to the head of household, ages, occupations, and the neighborhood or street where a family resided.
Additional information is sometimes included as well, though it should be noted that the earliest confessional rolls from the 1700’s are
much more streamlined than the 19th century records, and rarely provide ages, or relationship information among family members.

It can be valuable to learn who an individual lived with, near or next to. Confessional Rolls provide that information, and also tell us
how each household evolved from one year to another. They can be used to track when an individual was born, married, died, or
emigrated.

Common abbreviations found in Confessional Rolls include:

absente = absent = out of town, or abroad
asist. = assistente = guest or temporary lodger
ca / cda = casada = married woman
cc = received communion
co / cdo = casado = married man
cro = criado = domestic servant
cra = craida = domestic servant or maid
f = filho/a = son/daughter
f s = single son or daughter
g = genro =son in law.
livre = literally ‘free’, generally indicates an unmarried or independent person
m = mulher = wife
n = nora = daughter in law
neto = grandson or granddaughter
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sa = solteira = single woman
so = solteiro = single man
v = viúvo = widow
va = viúva = widow
vo = viúvo = widower

Tax Records

In the Azores, tax records come in multiple forms.’Lista de Impostos’ and ‘Contribuições Municipais’ generally refer to municipal
taxes, while ‘Rol da Finta’ are church tax or tithing records. Tax records are limited in the depth of information they contain, however
they generally go back a lot further than other kinds of population lists; sometimes as early as the 1500’s. They generally provide the
name of the taxpayer, the location within the parish where the individual resided, and the amount of taxes that were levied. In some
cases marital statuses and occupations are also provided. Women are only included in these records if they were the head of their
household, and either unmarried or widowed.

Voter Rolls (Recenseamento Eleitoral)

Voter rolls are among the most consistent and prevalent census substitutes for the Azores. They are useful in that they provide the
names of the residents in each town who were eligible to vote, and include the name, age, marital status, occupation, and address of
each such individual. Unfortunately they do not contain any information on women or children, and provide little insight into the
structure of family units.
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Faial
Freguesia # Date(s)

Covered
Type Description Availability

Corvo 1) 1832 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. See archives fond: Mapas de População Corvo 1832.

1832: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-corvo-census-corvo-1832

Corvo 2) 1837-1839 Tax Records Includes the name of every taxpayer
residing on Corvo

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1839/04.

1837-1838: https://archive.org/details/corvo-tax-list-1837-1838
1838-1839: https://archive.org/details/corvo-tax-list-1838-1839
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Faial
Freguesia # Date(s)

Covered
Type Description Availability

Capelo 1) 1846, 1852,
1869-1875,
1877-1878,
1880, 1886

Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans for: 1846, 1852, 1869, and 1875 have been made
available courtesy of the São Jorge Genealogical Society. Any
additional years between 1870-1886 that have not been digitized
can be sponsored by contacting SJGS. The original documents
are held at the Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José
da Graça in Horta. Citation code: CX 3 (1846),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1846/02 (1846), CX5 (1852),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/E/001/01 (1869),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/E/001/08 (1875).

1846: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1846_202209
1852: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1852
1869: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1869
1875: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1875

Castelo Branco 1) 1846, 1852,
1869-1875,
1877-1878,
1880, 1886

Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans for: 1846, 1852, 1869, and 1875 have been made
available courtesy of the São Jorge Genealogical Society. Any
additional years between 1870-1886 that have not been digitized
can be sponsored by contacting SJGS. The original documents
are held at the Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José
da Graça in Horta. Citation code: CX 3 (1846),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1846/02 (1846), CX5 (1852),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/E/001/01 (1869),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/E/001/08 (1875).

1846: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1846_202209
1852: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1852
1869: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1869
1875: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1875
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Faial
Cedros 1) 1846, 1852,

1869-1875,
1877-1878,
1880, 1886

Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans for: 1846, 1852, 1869, and 1875 have been made
available courtesy of the São Jorge Genealogical Society. Any
additional years between 1870-1886 that have not been digitized
can be sponsored by contacting SJGS. The original documents
are held at the Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José
da Graça in Horta. Citation code: CX 3 (1846),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1846/02 (1846), CX5 (1852),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/E/001/01 (1869),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/E/001/08 (1875).

1846: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1846_202209
1852: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1852
1869: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1869
1875: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1875

Feteira 1) 1846, 1852,
1869-1875,
1877-1878,
1880, 1886

Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans for: 1846, 1852, 1869, and 1875 have been made
available courtesy of the São Jorge Genealogical Society. Any
additional years between 1870-1886 that have not been digitized
can be sponsored by contacting SJGS. The original documents
are held at the Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José
da Graça in Horta. Citation code: CX 3 (1846),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1846/02 (1846), CX5 (1852),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/E/001/01 (1869),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/E/001/08 (1875).

1846: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1846_202209
1852: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1852
1869: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1869
1875: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1875
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Faial
Flamengos 1) 1846, 1852,

1869-1875,
1877-1878,
1880, 1886

Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans for: 1846, 1852, 1869, and 1875 have been made
available courtesy of the São Jorge Genealogical Society. Any
additional years between 1870-1886 that have not been digitized
can be sponsored by contacting SJGS. The original documents
are held at the Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José
da Graça in Horta. Citation code: CX 3 (1846),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1846/02 (1846), CX5 (1852),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/E/001/01 (1869),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/E/001/08 (1875).

1846: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1846_202209
1852: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1852
1869: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1869
1875: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1875

Horta -
Angustias

1) 1846, 1852,
1869-1875,
1877-1878,
1880, 1886

Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans for: 1846, 1852, 1869, and 1875 have been made
available courtesy of the São Jorge Genealogical Society. Any
additional years between 1870-1886 that have not been digitized
can be sponsored by contacting SJGS. The original documents
are held at the Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José
da Graça in Horta. Citation code: CX 3 (1846),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1846/02 (1846), CX5 (1852),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/E/001/01 (1869),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/E/001/08 (1875).

1846: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1846_202209
1852: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1852
1869: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1869
1875: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1875
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Faial
Horta -
Conceicao

1) 1846, 1852,
1869-1875,
1877-1878,
1880, 1886

Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans for: 1846, 1852, 1869, and 1875 have been made
available courtesy of the São Jorge Genealogical Society. Any
additional years between 1870-1886 that have not been digitized
can be sponsored by contacting SJGS. The original documents
are held at the Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José
da Graça in Horta. Citation code: CX 3 (1846),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1846/02 (1846), CX5 (1852),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/E/001/01 (1869),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/E/001/08 (1875).

1846: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1846_202209
1852: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1852
1869: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1869
1875: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1875

Horta - Matriz 2) 1846, 1852,
1869-1875,
1877-1878,
1880, 1886

Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans for: 1846, 1852, 1869, and 1875 have been made
available courtesy of the São Jorge Genealogical Society. Any
additional years between 1870-1886 that have not been digitized
can be sponsored by contacting SJGS. The original documents
are held at the Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José
da Graça in Horta. Citation code: CX 3 (1846),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1846/02 (1846), CX5 (1852),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/E/001/01 (1869),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/E/001/08 (1875).

1846: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1846_202209
1852: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1852
1869: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1869
1875: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1875
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Faial
Horta - Matriz 2) 1810-1835,

1837-1838,
1840,
1860-1862,
1886-1887,
1899-1902,
1905,
1907-1908,
1914-1916,
1925-1926

Rol de
Confessados

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household.

Digital scans for: 1810, 1815, 1820, 1825, 1830, 1835, 1840,
1860, 1862, 1887, and 1925 have been made available courtesy
of the São Jorge Genealogical Society. The original documents
are held at the Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José
da Graça in Horta. Citation code:
PT/BPARJJG/PRQ/PHRT09/10.

1810: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-horta-matriz-1810
1815: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-horta-matriz-1815
1820: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-horta-matriz-1820
1825: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-horta-matriz-1825
1830: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-horta-matriz-1830
1835: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-horta-matriz-1835
1840: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-horta-matriz-1840
1860: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-horta-matriz-1860
1862: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-horta-matriz-1862
1887: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-horta-matriz-1887
1925: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-horta-matriz-1925

Pedro Miguel 1) 1846, 1852,
1869-1875,
1877-1878,
1880, 1886

Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans for: 1846, 1852, 1869, and 1875 have been made
available courtesy of the São Jorge Genealogical Society. Any
additional years between 1870-1886 that have not been digitized
can be sponsored by contacting SJGS. The original documents
are held at the Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José
da Graça in Horta. Citation code: CX 3 (1846),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1846/02 (1846), CX5 (1852),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/E/001/01 (1869),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/E/001/08 (1875).
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https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-horta-matriz-1815
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-horta-matriz-1820
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-horta-matriz-1825
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-horta-matriz-1830
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-horta-matriz-1835
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-horta-matriz-1840
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-horta-matriz-1860
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-horta-matriz-1862
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-horta-matriz-1887
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-horta-matriz-1925
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Faial
1846: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1846_202209
1852: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1852
1869: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1869
1875: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1875

Pedro Miguel 1) 1853, 1856,
1857, 1861,
1865,
1869-1870,
1874,
1876-1877,
1879-1883,
1886,
1888-1889,
1892-1927,
1931-1935,
1937-1943

Rol de
Confessados

Includes the names of all residents,
as well as their age, marital status
and relationship to the head of
household

Digital scans for: 1853, 1856 ,1857, 1861, 1865, 1869, 1874,
1876, 1877, 1879-1880, 1882, 1892, 1894-1895, and 1908 have
been made available on Azores GenWeb thanks to the efforts of
Susan Vargas Murphy. Additionally, digital scans for 1886, 1893,
1896, 1901, 1913, 1920, and 1943 are available courtesy of the
São Jorge Genealogical Society. Any additional years listed that
have not been digitized can be sponsored by contacting SJGS.
While some of these records are still held by the church, the
majority of Rolls can be found at the Biblioteca Pública e
Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in Horta. Citation code:
PT/BPARJJG/PRQ/PHRT09/10.

1853:
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
1856:
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
1857:
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
1861:
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
1865:
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
1869:
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
1874:
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
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https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1846_202209
https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1852
https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1869
https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1875
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
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Faial
1876:
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
1877:
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
1879-1880:
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
1882:
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
1886:
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-pedro-miguel-1886
1892:
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
1893:
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-pedro-miguel-1893
1894-1895:
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
1896:
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-pedro-miguel-1896
1901:
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-pedro-miguel-1901
1908:
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
1913:
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-pedro-miguel-1913
1920:
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-pedro-miguel-1920
1943:
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-pedro-miguel-1943
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http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-pedro-miguel-1886
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-pedro-miguel-1893
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-pedro-miguel-1893
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-pedro-miguel-1896
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-pedro-miguel-1901
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-pedro-miguel-1901
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
http://www.worldgenweb.org/azrwgw/maps-churches-and-villages/faial/pedro-miguel-confession/
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-pedro-miguel-1913
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-pedro-miguel-1913
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-pedro-miguel-1920
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-faial-confessados-pedro-miguel-1943
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Faial
Praia do
Almoxarife

1) 1846, 1852,
1869-1875,
1877-1878,
1880, 1886

Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans for: 1846, 1852, 1869, and 1875 have been made
available courtesy of the São Jorge Genealogical Society. Any
additional years between 1870-1886 that have not been digitized
can be sponsored by contacting SJGS. The original documents
are held at the Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José
da Graça in Horta. Citation code: CX 3 (1846),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1846/02 (1846), CX5 (1852),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/E/001/01 (1869),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/E/001/08 (1875).

1846: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1846_202209
1852: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1852
1869: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1869
1875: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1875

Praia do Norte 1) 1846, 1852,
1869-1875,
1877-1878,
1880, 1886

Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans for: 1846, 1852, 1869, and 1875 have been made
available courtesy of the São Jorge Genealogical Society. Any
additional years between 1870-1886 that have not been digitized
can be sponsored by contacting SJGS. The original documents
are held at the Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José
da Graça in Horta. Citation code: CX 3 (1846),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1846/02 (1846), CX5 (1852),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/E/001/01 (1869),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/E/001/08 (1875).

1846: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1846_202209
1852: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1852
1869: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1869
1875: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1875
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https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1846_202209
https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1852
https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1869
https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1875
https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1846_202209
https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1852
https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1869
https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1875
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Faial
Ribeirinha 1) 1846, 1852,

1869-1875,
1877-1878,
1880, 1886

Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans for: 1846, 1852, 1869, and 1875 have been made
available courtesy of the São Jorge Genealogical Society. Any
additional years between 1870-1886 that have not been digitized
can be sponsored by contacting SJGS. The original documents
are held at the Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José
da Graça in Horta. Citation code: CX 3 (1846),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1846/02 (1846), CX5 (1852),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/E/001/01 (1869),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/E/001/08 (1875).

1846: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1846_202209
1852: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1852
1869: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1869
1875: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1875

Salao 1) 1846, 1852,
1869-1875,
1877-1878,
1880, 1886

Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans for: 1846, 1852, 1869, and 1875 have been made
available courtesy of the São Jorge Genealogical Society. Any
additional years between 1870-1886 that have not been digitized
can be sponsored by contacting SJGS. The original documents
are held at the Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José
da Graça in Horta. Citation code: CX 3 (1846),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1846/02 (1846), CX5 (1852),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/E/001/01 (1869),
PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/E/001/08 (1875).

1846: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1846_202209
1852: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1852
1869: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1869
1875: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1875
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https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1846_202209
https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1852
https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1869
https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1875
https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1846_202209
https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1852
https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1869
https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-horta-1875
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Flores
Freguesia # Date(s)

Covered
Type Description Availability

Caveira 1) 1837 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, dates of birth,
genders, ages, marital status, and
occupations of all residents, as well
as their house number and
relationship to the head of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1837/03.

1837 Part 1: https://archive.org/details/1837-relacao-populacao-caveira-flores
1837 Part 2: https://archive.org/details/1837-registo-populacao-concelho-lajes-flores-caveira

Caveira 2) 1870 Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1870/06.

1870: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-santa-cruz-das-flores-1870

Cedros 1) 1870 Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1870/06.

1870: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-santa-cruz-das-flores-1870
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https://archive.org/details/1837-relacao-populacao-caveira-flores
https://archive.org/details/1837-registo-populacao-concelho-lajes-flores-caveira
https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-santa-cruz-das-flores-1870
https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-santa-cruz-das-flores-1870
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Flores
Faja Grande 1) 1870 Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing

residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1870/06.

1870: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-lajes-das-flores-1870/

Fajazinha 1) 1837 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1837/03.

1837: https://archive.org/details/1837-registo-populacao-concelho-lajes-flores-fajazinha

Fajazinha 2) 1870 Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1870/06.

1870: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-lajes-das-flores-1870/

Lajedo 1) 1837 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1837/03.

1837: https://archive.org/details/1837-registo-populacao-concelho-lajes-flores-lajedo
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https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-lajes-das-flores-1870/
https://archive.org/details/1837-registo-populacao-concelho-lajes-flores-fajazinha
https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-lajes-das-flores-1870/
https://archive.org/details/1837-registo-populacao-concelho-lajes-flores-lajedo
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Flores
Lajedo 2) 1870 Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing

residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1870/06.

1870: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-lajes-das-flores-1870/

Lajes das Flores 1) 1837 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, dates of birth,
genders, ages, marital status, and
occupations of all residents, as well
as their house number and
relationship to the head of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1837/03.

1837 Part 1: https://archive.org/details/1837-relacao-populacao-lajes-flores
1837 Part 2: https://archive.org/details/1837-registo-populacao-concelho-lajes-flores-ldf

Lajes das Flores 2) 1870 Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1870/06.

1870: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-lajes-das-flores-1870/

Lomba 1) 1837 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, dates of birth,
genders, ages, marital status, and
occupations of all residents, as well
as their house number and
relationship to the head of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1837/03.

1837 Part 1: https://archive.org/details/1837-relacao-populacao-lomba-flores
1837 Part 2: https://archive.org/details/1837-registo-populacao-concelho-lajes-flores-lomba
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https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-lajes-das-flores-1870/
https://archive.org/details/1837-relacao-populacao-lajes-flores
https://archive.org/details/1837-registo-populacao-concelho-lajes-flores-ldf
https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-lajes-das-flores-1870/
https://archive.org/details/1837-relacao-populacao-lomba-flores
https://archive.org/details/1837-registo-populacao-concelho-lajes-flores-lomba
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Flores
Lomba 2) 1870 Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing

residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1870/06.

1870: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-lajes-das-flores-1870/

Mosteiro 1) 1870 Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1870/06.

1870: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-lajes-das-flores-1870/

Ponta Delgada 1) 1870 Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1870/06.

1870: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-santa-cruz-das-flores-1870

Santa Cruz das
Flores

1) 1870 Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1870/06.

1870: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-santa-cruz-das-flores-1870
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https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-lajes-das-flores-1870/
https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-lajes-das-flores-1870/
https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-santa-cruz-das-flores-1870
https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-santa-cruz-das-flores-1870


This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

Graciosa
Freguesia # Date(s)

Covered
Type Description Availability

Luz 1) 1854-1855,
1858-1864,
1867-1869,
1874-1876,
1886-1887

Rol de
Confessados

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the Açores
Direção Regional Dos Assuntos Culturais. The original
documents are held at the Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional
Luís da Silva Ribeiro in Angra.

1854-1855:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1854-1855/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1854
-1855_item1/index.html
1858-1864:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1858-1864/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1858
-1864_item1/index.html
1867-1869:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1867-1869/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1867
-1869_item1/index.html
1874-1876:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1874-1876/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1874
-1876_item1/index.html
1886-1887:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1886-1887/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1886
-1887_item1/index.html
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http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1854-1855/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1854-1855_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1854-1855/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1854-1855_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1854-1855/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1854-1855_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1858-1864/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1858-1864_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1858-1864/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1858-1864_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1858-1864/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1858-1864_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1867-1869/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1867-1869_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1867-1869/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1867-1869_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1867-1869/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1867-1869_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1874-1876/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1874-1876_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1874-1876/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1874-1876_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1874-1876/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1874-1876_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1886-1887/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1886-1887_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1886-1887/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1886-1887_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1886-1887/GRA-SC-LUZ-S-1886-1887_item1/index.html


This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

Graciosa
Santa Cruz da
Graciosa

1) 1836-1871 Rol de
Confessados

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the Açores
Direção Regional Dos Assuntos Culturais. The original
documents are held at the Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional
Luís da Silva Ribeiro in Angra.

1836-1849:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1836-1849/GRA-SC-SA
NTACRUZ-S-1836-1849_item1/index.html
1850-1857:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1850-1857/GRA-SC-SA
NTACRUZ-S-1850-1857_item1/index.html
1858-1862:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1858-1862/GRA-SC-SA
NTACRUZ-S-1858-1862_item1/index.html
1863-1867:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1863-1867/GRA-SC-SA
NTACRUZ-S-1863-1867_item1/index.html
1868-1871:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1868-1871/GRA-SC-SA
NTACRUZ-S-1868-1871_item1/index.html
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http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1836-1849/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1836-1849_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1836-1849/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1836-1849_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1836-1849/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1836-1849_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1850-1857/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1850-1857_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1850-1857/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1850-1857_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1850-1857/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1850-1857_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1858-1862/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1858-1862_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1858-1862/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1858-1862_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1858-1862/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1858-1862_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1863-1867/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1863-1867_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1863-1867/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1863-1867_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1863-1867/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1863-1867_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1868-1871/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1868-1871_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1868-1871/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1868-1871_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1868-1871/GRA-SC-SANTACRUZ-S-1868-1871_item1/index.html


This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

Graciosa
Sao Mateus da
Praia

1) 1835,
1839-1843,
1845-1863,
1865,
1867-1869

Rol de
Confessados

Includes the names, of all residents,
as well as their house number and
relationship to the head of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the Açores
Direção Regional Dos Assuntos Culturais. The original
documents are held at the Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional
Luís da Silva Ribeiro in Angra.

1835:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1835-1835/GRA-SC-SA
OMATEUS-S-1835-1835_item1/index.html
1839-1843:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1839-1843/GRA-SC-SA
OMATEUS-S-1839-1843_item1/index.html
1845-1849:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1845-1849/GRA-SC-SA
OMATEUS-S-1845-1849_item1/index.html
1850-1854:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1850-1854/GRA-SC-SA
OMATEUS-S-1850-1854_item1/index.html
1855-1859:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1855-1859/GRA-SC-SA
OMATEUS-S-1855-1859_item1/index.html
1860-1863:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1860-1863/GRA-SC-SA
OMATEUS-S-1860-1863_item1/index.html
1865:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1865-1865/GRA-SC-SA
OMATEUS-S-1865-1865_item1/index.html
1867-1869:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1867-1869/GRA-SC-SA
OMATEUS-S-1867-1869_item1/index.html
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http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1835-1835/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1835-1835_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1835-1835/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1835-1835_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1835-1835/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1835-1835_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1839-1843/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1839-1843_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1839-1843/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1839-1843_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1839-1843/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1839-1843_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1845-1849/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1845-1849_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1845-1849/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1845-1849_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1845-1849/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1845-1849_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1850-1854/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1850-1854_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1850-1854/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1850-1854_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1850-1854/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1850-1854_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1855-1859/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1855-1859_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1855-1859/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1855-1859_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1855-1859/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1855-1859_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1860-1863/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1860-1863_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1860-1863/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1860-1863_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1860-1863/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1860-1863_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1865-1865/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1865-1865_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1865-1865/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1865-1865_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1865-1865/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1865-1865_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1867-1869/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1867-1869_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1867-1869/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1867-1869_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1867-1869/GRA-SC-SAOMATEUS-S-1867-1869_item1/index.html


This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

Pico
Freguesia # Date(s)

Covered
Type Description Availability

Bandeiras 1) 1838 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1838/04.

1838: https://archive.org/details/1838-mapa-populacao-bandeiras

Bandeiras 2) 1870, 1886 Voter Rolls Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1870/06
(1870), PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1886/06 (1886).

1870: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-madalena-1870
1886: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-madalena-concelho-1886

Calheta do
Nesquim

1) 1838 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1838/04.

1838: https://archive.org/details/1838-mapa-populacao-calheta-nesquim

Calheta do
Nesquim

2) 1886 Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1886/06.
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https://archive.org/details/1838-mapa-populacao-bandeiras
https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-madalena-1870
https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-madalena-concelho-1886
https://archive.org/details/1838-mapa-populacao-calheta-nesquim


This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

Pico
1886: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-lajes-do-pico-concelho-1886/

Candelaria 1) 1838 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1838/04.

1838: https://archive.org/details/1838-mapa-populacao-candelaria

Candelaria 2) 1870, 1886 Voter Rolls Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1870/06
(1870), PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1886/06 (1886).

1870: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-madalena-1870
1886: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-madalena-concelho-1886

Criacao Velha 1) 1838 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1838/04.

1838: https://archive.org/details/1838-mapa-populacao-criacao-velha

Criacao Velha 2) 1870, 1886 Voter Rolls Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1870/06
(1870), PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1886/06 (1886).

1870: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-madalena-1870
1886: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-madalena-concelho-1886
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https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-lajes-do-pico-concelho-1886/
https://archive.org/details/1838-mapa-populacao-candelaria
https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-madalena-1870
https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-madalena-concelho-1886
https://archive.org/details/1838-mapa-populacao-criacao-velha
https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-madalena-1870
https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-madalena-concelho-1886


This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

Pico
Lajes do Pico 1) 1886 Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing

residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1886/06.

1886: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-lajes-do-pico-concelho-1886/

Madalena 1) 1838 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1838/04.

1838: https://archive.org/details/1838-mapa-populacao-madalena

Madalena 2) 1870, 1886 Voter Rolls Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1870/06
(1870), PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1886/06 (1886).

1870: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-madalena-1870
1886: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-madalena-concelho-1886

Piedade 1) 1838 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1838/04.

1838: https://archive.org/details/1838-mapa-populacao-piedade
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This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

Pico
Piedade 2) 1886 Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing

residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1886/06.

1886: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-lajes-do-pico-concelho-1886/

Prainha do
Norte

1) 1838 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1838/04.

1838: https://archive.org/details/1838-mapa-populacao-prainha-norte

Prainha do
Norte

2) 1870 Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1870/06.

1870: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-sao-roque-1870

Ribeiras 1) 1785 Rol de
Confessados

Includes the names of all residents,
as well as their marital status and
relationship to the head of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/PRQ/PLGP04/10/01.

1785: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-ribeiras-confessados-sao-joao-1785
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This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

Pico
Ribeiras 2) 1838 Civil Census /

Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1838/04.

1838: https://archive.org/details/1838-mapa-populacao-ribeiras

Ribeiras 3) 1886 Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1886/06.

1886: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-lajes-do-pico-concelho-1886/

Santa Luzia 1) 1838 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1838/04.

1838: https://archive.org/details/1838-mapa-populacao-santa-luzia

Santa Luzia 2) 1870 Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1870/06.

1870: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-sao-roque-1870
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This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

Pico
Santo Amaro 1) 1838 Civil Census /

Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1838/04.

1838: https://archive.org/details/1838-mapa-populacao-santo-amaro

Santo Amaro 2) 1870 Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1870/06.

1870: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-sao-roque-1870

Santo Antonio 1) 1870 Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1870/06.

1870: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-sao-roque-1870

Sao Joao 2) 1886 Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1886/06.

1886: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-lajes-do-pico-concelho-1886/
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This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

Pico
Sao Joao 1) 1799-1898 Rol de

Confessados
Includes the names of all residents,
as well as their marital status and
relationship to the head of household

Digital scans for: 1799, 1801, 1803, 1805, 1807, 1809, 1811,
1813, 1815, 1817, 1819, 1821, 1823, 1825, 1827, 1829, 1831,
1833, 1835, 1837, 1840, 1843, 1845, 1847, 1850, 1855, 1860,
1865, 1871, 1875, 1881, 1885, 1890, 1895, 1898 have been
made available courtesy of the São Jorge Genealogical Society.
Any additional years between 1799-1898 that have not been
digitized can be sponsored by contacting SJGS. The original
documents are held at the Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional
João José da Graça in Horta. Citation code:
PPT/BPARJJG/PRQ/PLGP06/10/01-03.

1799: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1799
1801: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1801_202202
1803: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1803
1805: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1805
1807: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1807
1809: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1809
1811: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1811
1813: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1813
1815: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1815
1817: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1817
1819: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1819
1821: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1821
1823: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1823
1825: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1825
1827: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1827
1829: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1829
1831: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1831
1833: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1833
1835: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1835
1837: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1837
1840: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1840
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This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

Pico
1843: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1843
1845: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1845
1847: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1847
1850: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1850
1855: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1855
1860: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1860
1865: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1865
1871: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1871
1875: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1875
1881: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1881
1885: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1885
1890: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1890
1895: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1895
1898: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-pico-confessados-sao-joao-1898

Sao Mateus 1) 1838 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1838/04.

1838: https://archive.org/details/1838-mapa-populacao-sao-mateus

Sao Mateus 2) 1870, 1886 Voter Rolls Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1870/06
(1870), PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1886/06 (1886).

1870: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-madalena-1870
1886: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-madalena-concelho-1886
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This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

Pico
Sao Roque 1) 1838 Civil Census /

Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1838/04.

1838: https://archive.org/details/1838-mapa-populacao-sao-roque

Sao Roque 2) 1870 Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional João José da Graça in
Horta. Citation code: PT/BPARJJG/ACD/GCHRT/1870/06.

1870: https://archive.org/details/recenseamento-eleitoral-sao-roque-1870
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This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

Santa Maria
No population lists for Santa Maria are known to have been digitized as of September, 2022.
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This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

São Jorge
Freguesia # Date(s)

Covered
Type Description Availability

Calheta 1) 1664 Rol da Finta List of taxpayers A transcript has been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original document was published in
the book "Ilha de S. Jorge (Séculos XV-XVII)" by: Antonio dos
Santos Pereira (1987)

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Calheta 3) 1840 List of Jurors List of Jurors Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. Citation code: PT/BPARLSR/ALL/CMVCSJ/0001.

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Calheta 2) 1830-1838,
1846-1872,
1874-1879,
1881-1922,
1939, 1959,
1965-1966

Rol de
Confessados

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Santa Catarina Church in Calheta.

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Calheta 4) 1866-1867 List of Head of
Households

List of both men and women who
were head of households in Calheta

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. Citation code: PT/BPARLSR/ALL/CMVTSJ/COL/0013.

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/
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This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

São Jorge
Mandas 3) 1766 Civil Census Includes the names of all residents,

as well as their marital status and
relationship to the head of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Arquivo Histórico Ultramarino in Lisbon. Citation code:
PT/AHU/CU/145/0006/00015. To read more about the 1766
Census, see:
https://saojorgegenealogy.org/sjgs-bulletin-board/1766-pop/

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Mandas 1) 1575-1578,
1584-1587,
1648-1678,
1681-1682,
1705-1707

Rol da Finta List of taxpayers Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Arquivo Municipal João Gabriel Ávila in Velas.

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Mandas 2) 1669;
1707-1709

Rol da Finta List of taxpayers A transcript has been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original document was published in
the book "Ilha de S. Jorge (Séculos XV-XVII)" by: Antonio dos
Santos Pereira (1987)

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Mandas 4) 1887-1888 Civil Census Includes the names of each head of
household, along with their age,
occupation, marital status, house
number, and tax information

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Arquivo Municipal João Gabriel Ávila in Velas.

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Norte Grande 3) 1832 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. See archives fond: Mapas de População São Jorge 1832.
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This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

São Jorge
All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Norte Grande 1) 1575-1578,
1584-1587,
1648-1678,
1681-1682,
1705-1707

Rol da Finta List of taxpayers Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Arquivo Municipal João Gabriel Ávila in Velas.

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Norte Grande 2) 1669;
1707-1709

Rol da Finta List of taxpayers A transcript has been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original document was published in
the book "Ilha de S. Jorge (Séculos XV-XVII)" by: Antonio dos
Santos Pereira (1987)

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Norte Grande 4) 1887-1888 Civil Census Includes the names of each head of
household, along with their age,
occupation, marital status, house
number, and tax information

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Arquivo Municipal João Gabriel Ávila in Velas.

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Norte Pequeno 1) 1766 Civil Census Includes the names of all residents,
as well as their marital status and
relationship to the head of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Arquivo Histórico Ultramarino in Lisbon. Citation code:
PT/AHU/CU/145/0006/00015. To read more about the 1766
Census, see:
https://saojorgegenealogy.org/sjgs-bulletin-board/1766-pop/
A transcribed copy of this census is available thanks to Jeremy
Berry-Cahn

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/
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This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

São Jorge
Norte Pequeno 2) 1839 Civil Census /

Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. See archives fond: Maço 5 (Mapas de População de São
Miguel, Terceira, Graciosa e São Jorge (1808-1841)

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Norte Pequeno 3) 1896-1899,
1903-1904,
1909, 1911,
1917, 1920,
1926,
1931-1937

Rol de
Confessados

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the São
Lazaro Church in Norte Pequeno.

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Ribeira Seca 1) 1766 Civil Census Includes the names of all residents,
as well as their marital status and
relationship to the head of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Arquivo Histórico Ultramarino in Lisbon. Citation code:
PT/AHU/CU/145/0006/00015. To read more about the 1766
Census, see:
https://saojorgegenealogy.org/sjgs-bulletin-board/1766-pop/
A transcribed copy of this census is available thanks to Rick
Pinheiro

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Ribeira Seca 2) 1832 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. See archives fond: Mapas de População Sao Jorge 1832.

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/
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This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

São Jorge
Ribeira Seca 3) 1839 Civil Census /

Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. See archives fond: Maço 5 (Mapas de População de São
Miguel, Terceira, Graciosa e São Jorge (1808-1841)

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Ribeira Seca 4) 1875-1878,
1880-1883,
1885-1894,
1897-1900,
1902-1908,
1910-1911,
1913-1920,
1922-1938,
1940-1952

Rol de
Confessados

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the São
Tiago Church in Ribeira Seca, as well at the churches in Faja dos
Vimes and Caldeira de Santo Cristo.

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Rosais 3) 1766 Civil Census Includes the names of all residents,
as well as their marital status and
relationship to the head of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Arquivo Histórico Ultramarino in Lisbon. Citation code:
PT/AHU/CU/145/0006/00015. To read more about the 1766
Census, see:
https://saojorgegenealogy.org/sjgs-bulletin-board/1766-pop/
A transcribed copy of this census is available thanks to Jeremy
Berry-Cahn

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/
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This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

São Jorge
Rosais 4) 1832 Civil Census /

Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. See archives fond: Mapas de População Sao Jorge 1832.

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Rosais 1) 1575-1578,
1584-1587,
1648-1678,
1681-1682,
1705-1707

Rol da Finta List of taxpayers Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Arquivo Municipal João Gabriel Ávila in Velas.

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Rosais 2) 1669;
1707-1709

Rol da Finta List of taxpayers A transcript has been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original document was published in
the book "Ilha de S. Jorge (Séculos XV-XVII)" by: Antonio dos
Santos Pereira (1987)

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Rosais 5) 1887-1888 Civil Census Includes the names of each head of
household, along with their age,
occupation, marital status, house
number, and tax information

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Arquivo Municipal João Gabriel Ávila in Velas.

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/
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This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

São Jorge
Santo Amaro 3) 1766 Civil Census Includes the names of all residents,

as well as their marital status and
relationship to the head of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Arquivo Histórico Ultramarino in Lisbon. Citation code:
PT/AHU/CU/145/0006/00015. To read more about the 1766
Census, see:
https://saojorgegenealogy.org/sjgs-bulletin-board/1766-pop/
A transcribed copy of this census is available thanks to Jeremy
Berry-Cahn

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Santo Amaro 4) 1832 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. See archives fond: Mapas de População Sao Jorge 1832.

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Santo Amaro 5) 1839 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. See archives fond: Maço 5 (Mapas de População de São
Miguel, Terceira, Graciosa e São Jorge (1808-1841)

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Santo Amaro 1) 1575-1578,
1584-1587,
1648-1678,
1681-1682,
1705-1707

Rol da Finta List of taxpayers Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Arquivo Municipal João Gabriel Ávila in Velas.

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/
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This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

São Jorge
Santo Amaro 2) 1669;

1707-1709
Rol da Finta List of taxpayers A transcript has been made available courtesy of the São Jorge

Genealogical Society. The original document was published in
the book "Ilha de S. Jorge (Séculos XV-XVII)" by: Antonio dos
Santos Pereira (1987)

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Santo Amaro 6) 1887-1888 Civil Census Includes the names of each head of
household, along with their age,
occupation, marital status, house
number, and tax information

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Arquivo Municipal João Gabriel Ávila in Velas.

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Topo 2) 1687 List of Residents List of persons in Topo required to
plant Blackberry bushes on their
land. Names are included, and
marital status is sometimes provided.

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. Citation code: PT/BPARLSR/ALL/CMVTSJ/COL/0001.

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Topo 3) 1776 Tax List Records of taxpayers Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. Citation code: PT/BPARLSR/ALL/CMVTSJ/F/0001.

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/
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This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

São Jorge
Topo 5) 1844 List of Residents This document is a list of both men

and women who, according to the
city council, had to "contribute the
amount of 50 bird beaks or animal
tails." While the story behind this
document is unclear, one
interpretation is that it was part of a
community effort to eliminate pests
who were harmful to crop yields.
Names are included, and marital
status is sometimes provided.

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. Citation code: PT/BPARLSR/ALL/CMVTSJ/COL/0004.

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Topo 6) 1859 List of Head of
Households

List of both men and women who
were head of households in Topo

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. Citation code: PT/BPARLSR/ALL/CMVTSJ/COL/0012.

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Topo 1) 1560,
1671-1673

Rol da Finta List of taxpayers A transcript has been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original document was published in
the book "Ilha de S. Jorge (Séculos XV-XVII)" by: Antonio dos
Santos Pereira (1987)

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Topo 4) 1834, 1840,
1842, 1845,
1851-1870

Voter Roll Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. Citation code:
PT/BPARLSR/ALL/CMVTSJ/G/003/0001-0003.

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/
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This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

São Jorge
Topo 7) 1897-1902,

1906-1910,
1912-1927,
1930-1961

Rol de
Confessados

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Nossa Senhora do Rosario Church in Topo.

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Urzelina 3) 1766 Civil Census Includes the names of all residents,
as well as their marital status and
relationship to the head of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Arquivo Histórico Ultramarino in Lisbon. Citation code:
PT/AHU/CU/145/0006/00015. To read more about the 1766
Census, see:
https://saojorgegenealogy.org/sjgs-bulletin-board/1766-pop/
A transcribed copy of this census is available thanks to Jeremy
Berry-Cahn

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Urzelina 4) 1839 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. See archives fond: Maço 5 (Mapas de População de São
Miguel, Terceira, Graciosa e São Jorge (1808-1841)

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Urzelina 1) 1575-1578,
1584-1587,
1648-1678,
1681-1682,
1705-1707

Rol da Finta List of taxpayers Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Arquivo Municipal João Gabriel Ávila in Velas.

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/
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This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

São Jorge
Urzelina 2) 1669;

1707-1709
Rol da Finta List of taxpayers A transcript has been made available courtesy of the São Jorge

Genealogical Society. The original document was published in
the book "Ilha de S. Jorge (Séculos XV-XVII)" by: Antonio dos
Santos Pereira (1987)

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Urzelina 5) 1887-1888 Civil Census Includes the names of each head of
household, along with their age,
occupation, marital status, house
number, and tax information

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Arquivo Municipal João Gabriel Ávila in Velas.

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Urzelina 6) 1888,
1907-1908,
1910-1946,
1949,
1960-1965

Rol de
Confessados

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Santa Casa da Misericórdia de Velas.

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Velas 3) 1766 Civil Census Includes the names of all residents,
as well as their marital status and
relationship to the head of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Arquivo Histórico Ultramarino in Lisbon. Citation code:
PT/AHU/CU/145/0006/00015. To read more about the 1766
Census, see:
https://saojorgegenealogy.org/sjgs-bulletin-board/1766-pop/
A transcribed copy of this census is available thanks to Jeremy
Berry-Cahn

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/
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This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

São Jorge
Velas 1) 1575-1578,

1584-1587,
1648-1678,
1681-1682,
1705-1707

Rol da Finta List of taxpayers Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Arquivo Municipal João Gabriel Ávila in Velas.

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Velas 2) 1669;
1707-1709

Rol da Finta List of taxpayers A transcript has been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original document was published in
the book "Ilha de S. Jorge (Séculos XV-XVII)" by: Antonio dos
Santos Pereira (1987)

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Velas 4) 1793-1803,
1809-1854,
1861-1864,
1886-1901,
1903, 1905,
1907, 1910,
1917-1942

Rol de
Confessados

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Santa Casa da Misericórdia de Velas.

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Velas 5) 1887-1888 Civil Census Includes the names of each head of
household, along with their age,
occupation, marital status, house
number, and tax information

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Arquivo Municipal João Gabriel Ávila in Velas.

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/
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This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

São Jorge
Velas 6) 1887, 1890,

1909,
1931-1971

Voter Rolls Recenseamento Eleitoral listing
residents of the town who were
eligible to vote. Includes each
person's name, age, marital status,
occupation, address, and additional
details.

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Arquivo Municipal João Gabriel Ávila in Velas.

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/

Velas 7) 1960's-1970's Civil Census Includes the names of each head of
household, along with their age, and
marital status. Occupation and
address are sometimes included. If a
person got married during this
period, their date of marriage and
spouses name are also noted.

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Arquivo Municipal João Gabriel Ávila in Velas.

All Years: https://saojorgegenealogy.org/confportal/
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This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

São Miguel
Freguesia # Date(s)

Covered
Type Description Availability

Faja de Baixo 1) 1910 Rol de
Confessados

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the Açores
Direção Regional Dos Assuntos Culturais. The original
documents are held at the Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional
de Ponta Delgada.

1910:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/SMG-PD-FAJADEBAIXO-S-1910-1910/SMG-PD-
FAJADEBAIXO-S-1910-1910_item1/index.html

Ponta Delgada 1) 1833 Civil Census Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional de Ponta Delgada.
Citation code: PT/BPARPD/PSS/MEC/0060/00010. See: Parte
da relação de toda a população da cidade de Ponta Delgada –
MEC. n.º 60, f. 32-82.

1833: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-sao-miguel-census-ponta-delgada-1833
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This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

Terceira

Freguesia # Date(s)
Covered

Type Description Availability

Agualva 1) 1832 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. See archives fond: Mapas de População Terceira 1832.

1832: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-agualva-1832

Angra -
Conceicao

1) 1736, 1773,
1781, 1786,
1793, 1798,
1804, 1809,
1815, 1820,
1825, 1828,
1833

Rol de
Confessados

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. Citation code: PT/BPARLSR/PRQ/AGH04/05-001.

1736: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-conceicao-1736
1773: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-conceicao-1773
1781: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-conceicao-1781
1786: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-conceicao-1786
1793: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-conceicao-1793
1798: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-conceicao-1798
1804: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-conceicao-1804
1809: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-conceicao-1809
1815: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-conceicao-1815
1820: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-conceicao-1820
1825: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-conceicao-1825
1828: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-conceicao-1828
1833: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-conceicao-1833
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https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-agualva-1832
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-conceicao-1736
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-conceicao-1773
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-conceicao-1781
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-conceicao-1786
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-conceicao-1793
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-conceicao-1798
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-conceicao-1804
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-conceicao-1809
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-conceicao-1815
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-conceicao-1820
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-conceicao-1825
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-conceicao-1828
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-conceicao-1833


This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

Terceira
Angra - Santa
Luzia

1) 1832 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. See archives fond: Mapas de População Terceira 1832.

1832: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-santa-luzia-1832

Angra - Sao
Pedro

1) 1832 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. See archives fond: Mapas de População Terceira 1832.

1832: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-sao-pedro-1832

Angra - Se 1) 1832 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. See archives fond: Mapas de População Terceira 1832.

1832: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-se-1832

Angra - Se 2) 1722-1725,
1727-1729,
1731-1758,
1760-1804,
1807-1828,
1833,
1838-1847,
1849-1850,
1852-1875,
1879, 1881

Rol de
Confessados

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the Açores
Direção Regional Dos Assuntos Culturais. The original
documents are held at the Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional
Luís da Silva Ribeiro in Angra.
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https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-santa-luzia-1832
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-sao-pedro-1832
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-se-1832


This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

Terceira
1722-1725:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1722-1725/TER-AH-SE-S-1722-172
5_item1/index.html
1727-1729:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1727-1729/TER-AH-SE-S-1727-172
9_item1/index.html
1731-1739:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1731-1739/TER-AH-SE-S-1731-173
9_item1/index.html
1740-1749:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1740-1749/TER-AH-SE-S-1740-174
9_item1/index.html
1750-1758:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1750-1758/TER-AH-SE-S-1750-175
8_item1/index.html
1760-1769:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1760-1769/TER-AH-SE-S-1760-176
9_item1/index.html
1770-1779:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1770-1779/TER-AH-SE-S-1770-177
9_item1/index.html
1780-1781:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1780-1781/TER-AH-SE-S-1780-178
1_item1/index.html
1782-1785:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1782-1785/TER-AH-SE-S-1782-178
5_item1/index.html
1786-1789:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1786-1789/TER-AH-SE-S-1786-178
9_item1/index.html
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http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1722-1725/TER-AH-SE-S-1722-1725_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1722-1725/TER-AH-SE-S-1722-1725_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1722-1725/TER-AH-SE-S-1722-1725_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1727-1729/TER-AH-SE-S-1727-1729_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1727-1729/TER-AH-SE-S-1727-1729_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1727-1729/TER-AH-SE-S-1727-1729_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1731-1739/TER-AH-SE-S-1731-1739_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1731-1739/TER-AH-SE-S-1731-1739_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1731-1739/TER-AH-SE-S-1731-1739_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1740-1749/TER-AH-SE-S-1740-1749_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1740-1749/TER-AH-SE-S-1740-1749_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1740-1749/TER-AH-SE-S-1740-1749_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1750-1758/TER-AH-SE-S-1750-1758_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1750-1758/TER-AH-SE-S-1750-1758_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1750-1758/TER-AH-SE-S-1750-1758_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1760-1769/TER-AH-SE-S-1760-1769_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1760-1769/TER-AH-SE-S-1760-1769_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1760-1769/TER-AH-SE-S-1760-1769_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1770-1779/TER-AH-SE-S-1770-1779_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1770-1779/TER-AH-SE-S-1770-1779_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1770-1779/TER-AH-SE-S-1770-1779_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1780-1781/TER-AH-SE-S-1780-1781_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1780-1781/TER-AH-SE-S-1780-1781_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1780-1781/TER-AH-SE-S-1780-1781_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1782-1785/TER-AH-SE-S-1782-1785_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1782-1785/TER-AH-SE-S-1782-1785_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1782-1785/TER-AH-SE-S-1782-1785_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1786-1789/TER-AH-SE-S-1786-1789_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1786-1789/TER-AH-SE-S-1786-1789_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1786-1789/TER-AH-SE-S-1786-1789_item1/index.html


This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

Terceira
1790-1798:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1790-1798/TER-AH-SE-S-1790-179
8_item1/index.html
1799-1800:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1799-1800/TER-AH-SE-S-1799-180
0_item1/index.html
1801-1804:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1801-1804/TER-AH-SE-S-1801-180
4_item1/index.html
1807-1814:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1807-1814/TER-AH-SE-S-1807-181
4_item1/index.html
1814-1819:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1814-1819/TER-AH-SE-S-1814-181
9_item1/index.html
1820-1828:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1820-1828/TER-AH-SE-S-1820-182
8_item1/index.html
1833:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1833-1833/TER-AH-SE-S-1833-183
3_item1/index.html
1838-1842:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1838-1842/TER-AH-SE-S-1838-184
2_item1/index.html
1843-1847:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1843-1847/TER-AH-SE-S-1843-184
7_item1/index.html
1849-1850:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1849-1850/TER-AH-SE-S-1849-185
0_item1/index.html
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http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1790-1798/TER-AH-SE-S-1790-1798_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1790-1798/TER-AH-SE-S-1790-1798_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1790-1798/TER-AH-SE-S-1790-1798_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1799-1800/TER-AH-SE-S-1799-1800_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1799-1800/TER-AH-SE-S-1799-1800_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1799-1800/TER-AH-SE-S-1799-1800_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1801-1804/TER-AH-SE-S-1801-1804_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1801-1804/TER-AH-SE-S-1801-1804_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1801-1804/TER-AH-SE-S-1801-1804_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1807-1814/TER-AH-SE-S-1807-1814_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1807-1814/TER-AH-SE-S-1807-1814_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1807-1814/TER-AH-SE-S-1807-1814_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1814-1819/TER-AH-SE-S-1814-1819_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1814-1819/TER-AH-SE-S-1814-1819_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1814-1819/TER-AH-SE-S-1814-1819_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1820-1828/TER-AH-SE-S-1820-1828_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1820-1828/TER-AH-SE-S-1820-1828_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1820-1828/TER-AH-SE-S-1820-1828_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1833-1833/TER-AH-SE-S-1833-1833_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1833-1833/TER-AH-SE-S-1833-1833_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1833-1833/TER-AH-SE-S-1833-1833_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1838-1842/TER-AH-SE-S-1838-1842_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1838-1842/TER-AH-SE-S-1838-1842_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1838-1842/TER-AH-SE-S-1838-1842_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1843-1847/TER-AH-SE-S-1843-1847_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1843-1847/TER-AH-SE-S-1843-1847_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1843-1847/TER-AH-SE-S-1843-1847_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1849-1850/TER-AH-SE-S-1849-1850_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1849-1850/TER-AH-SE-S-1849-1850_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1849-1850/TER-AH-SE-S-1849-1850_item1/index.html


This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

Terceira
1852-1859:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1852-1859/TER-AH-SE-S-1852-185
9_item1/index.html
1860-1869:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1860-1869/TER-AH-SE-S-1860-186
9_item1/index.html
1870-1875:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1870-1875/TER-AH-SE-S-1870-187
5_item1/index.html
1879:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1879-1879/TER-AH-SE-S-1879-187
9_item1/index.html
1881:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1881-1881/TER-AH-SE-S-1881-188
1_item1/index.html

Biscoitos 1) 1832 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. See archives fond: Mapas de População Terceira 1832.

1832: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-biscoitos-1832

Cabo da Praia 1) 1832 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. See archives fond: Mapas de População Terceira 1832.

1832: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-cabo-da-praia-1832
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http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1852-1859/TER-AH-SE-S-1852-1859_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1852-1859/TER-AH-SE-S-1852-1859_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1852-1859/TER-AH-SE-S-1852-1859_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1860-1869/TER-AH-SE-S-1860-1869_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1860-1869/TER-AH-SE-S-1860-1869_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1860-1869/TER-AH-SE-S-1860-1869_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1870-1875/TER-AH-SE-S-1870-1875_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1870-1875/TER-AH-SE-S-1870-1875_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1870-1875/TER-AH-SE-S-1870-1875_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1879-1879/TER-AH-SE-S-1879-1879_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1879-1879/TER-AH-SE-S-1879-1879_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1879-1879/TER-AH-SE-S-1879-1879_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1881-1881/TER-AH-SE-S-1881-1881_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1881-1881/TER-AH-SE-S-1881-1881_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SE-S-1881-1881/TER-AH-SE-S-1881-1881_item1/index.html
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-biscoitos-1832
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-cabo-da-praia-1832


This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

Terceira
Cinco Ribeiras 1) 1902, 1905,

1910, 1915,
1920, 1924

Rol de
Confessados

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. Citation code: PT/BPARLSR/PRQ/AGH05.

1902: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-cinco-ribeiras-1902
1905: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-cinco-ribeiras-1905
1910: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-cinco-ribeiras-1910
1915: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-cinco-ribeiras-1915
1920: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-cinco-ribeiras-1920
1924: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-cinco-ribeiras-1924

Doze Ribeiras 2) 1921 Rol de
Confessados

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. Citation code: PT/BPARLSR/ALL/JPDR/C/001.

1921: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-doze-ribeiras-1921

Doze Ribeiras 1) 1832, 1835 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. See archives fond: Mapas de População Terceira 1832,
1835.

1832: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-doze-ribeiras-1832
1835: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-doze-ribeiras-1835

Fonte do
Bastardo

1) 1832 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. See archives fond: Mapas de População Terceira 1832.
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https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-cinco-ribeiras-1902
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-cinco-ribeiras-1905
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-cinco-ribeiras-1910
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-cinco-ribeiras-1915
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-cinco-ribeiras-1920
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-cinco-ribeiras-1924
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-doze-ribeiras-1921
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-doze-ribeiras-1832
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-doze-ribeiras-1835


This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

Terceira
1832: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-fonte-do-bastardo-1832

Lajes 1) 1832 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. See archives fond: Mapas de População Terceira 1832.

1832: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-lajes-1832

Porto Judeu 1) 1832 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. See archives fond: Mapas de População Terceira 1832.

1832: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-porto-judeu-1832

Porto Judeu 2) 1903 Rol de
Confessados

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. Citation code: PT/BPARLSR/ALL/JPPJ/G/0006.

1903: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-porto-judeu-1903-p_202209

Praia do Vitoria 1) 1832 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. See archives fond: Mapas de População Terceira 1832.

1832: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-vila-da-praia-1832
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https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-fonte-do-bastardo-1832
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-lajes-1832
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-porto-judeu-1832
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-porto-judeu-1903-p_202209
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-vila-da-praia-1832


This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

Terceira
Praia do Vitoria 2) 1567, 1659,

1663,
1667-1677,
1895-1901

Municipal
Contributions

List of taxpayers Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. Citation code: PT/BPARLSR/ALL/CMPV/F.

1567: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-contributions-praia-1567
1659: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-contributions-praia-1659
1663: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-contributions-praia-1663
1667-1670: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-contributions-praia-1667-1670
1670-1677: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-contributions-praia-1670-1677
1895-1897: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-contributions-praia-1895-1897
1897-1901: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-contributions-praia-1897-1901

Quatro Ribeiras 1) 1766 Civil Census Includes the names of all residents,
as well as their marital status and
relationship to the head of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Arquivo Histórico Ultramarino in Lisbon. Citation code:
PT/AHU/CU/145/0006/00015. To read more about the 1766
Census, see:
https://saojorgegenealogy.org/sjgs-bulletin-board/1766-pop/

1766: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-quatro-ribeiras-1766

Quatro Ribeiras 2) 1832 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. See archives fond: Mapas de População Terceira 1832.

1832: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-quatro-ribeiras-1832
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https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-contributions-praia-1567
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-contributions-praia-1659
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-contributions-praia-1663
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-contributions-praia-1667-1670
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-contributions-praia-1670-1677
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-contributions-praia-1895-1897
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-contributions-praia-1897-1901
https://saojorgegenealogy.org/sjgs-bulletin-board/1766-pop/
https://saojorgegenealogy.org/sjgs-bulletin-board/1766-pop/
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-quatro-ribeiras-1766
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-quatro-ribeiras-1832


This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

Terceira
Raminho 1) 1882, 1887,

1893, 1899,
1904, 1909,
1914, 1919,
1930-1931,
1934-1935

Rol de
Confessados

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. Citation code: PT/BPARLSR/PRQ/AGH07/04-001.

1882: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-raminho-1882
1887: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-raminho-1887
1893: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-raminho-1893
1899: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-raminho-1899
1904: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-raminho-1904
1909: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-raminho-1909
1914: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-raminho-1914
1919: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-raminho-1919
1930-1931: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-raminho-1930-1931
1934-1935: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-raminho-1934-1935

Ribeirinha 1) 1832 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. See archives fond: Mapas de População Terceira 1832.

1832: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-ribeirinha-1832

Ribeirinha 2) 1900 Rol de
Confessados

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. Citation code: PT/BPARLSR/PRQ/AGH08/05/0001.

1900: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-ribeirinha-1900-p
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https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-raminho-1882
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-raminho-1887
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https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-raminho-1934-1935
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-ribeirinha-1832
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-ribeirinha-1900-p


This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

Terceira
Santa Barbara 2) 1875 Rol de

Confessados
Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the Açores
Direção Regional Dos Assuntos Culturais. The original
documents are held at the Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional
Luís da Silva Ribeiro in Angra.

1875:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SANTABARBARA-S-1875-1875/TER-A
H-SANTABARBARA-S-1875-1875_item1/index.html

Santa Barbara 1) 1832, 1835 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. See archives fond: Mapas de População Terceira 1832,
1835.

1832: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-santa-barbara-1832
1835: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-santa-barbara-1835

São Bartolomeu 1) 1832, 1835 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. See archives fond: Mapas de População Terceira 1832,
1835.

1832: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-sao-bartolomeu-1832
1835: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-sao-bartolomeu-1835

São Bento 1) 1832 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. See archives fond: Mapas de População Terceira 1832.

1832: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-sao-bento-1832
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http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SANTABARBARA-S-1875-1875/TER-AH-SANTABARBARA-S-1875-1875_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SANTABARBARA-S-1875-1875/TER-AH-SANTABARBARA-S-1875-1875_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SANTABARBARA-S-1875-1875/TER-AH-SANTABARBARA-S-1875-1875_item1/index.html
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-santa-barbara-1832
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-santa-barbara-1835
https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-sao-bartolomeu-1832
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https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-sao-bento-1832


This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

Terceira
São Bento 2) 1837, 1840,

1842, 1846,
1855, 1859,
1863, 1869

Rol de
Confessados

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. Citation code: PT/BPARLSR/PRQ/AGH12/05/0001.

1837: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-sao-bento-1837-p
1840: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-sao-bento-1840-p
1842: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-sao-bento-1842-p
1846: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-sao-bento-1846-p
1855: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-sao-bento-1855-p
1859: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-sao-bento-1859-p
1863: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-sao-bento-1863-p
1869: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-confessados-sao-bento-1869-p

São Mateus da
Calheta

1) 1832 Civil Census /
Mapa da
População

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the São Jorge
Genealogical Society. The original documents are held at the
Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional Luís da Silva Ribeiro in
Angra. See archives fond: Mapas de População Terceira 1832.

1832: https://archive.org/details/sjgs-terceira-census-sao-mateus-1832

São Mateus da
Calheta

2) 1780-1800,
1806-1915,
1918-1923,
1926-1927,
1930-1937,
1939-1941,
1944-1947

Rol de
Confessados

Includes the names, genders, ages,
marital status, and occupations of all
residents, as well as their house
number and relationship to the head
of household

Digital scans have been made available courtesy of the Açores
Direção Regional Dos Assuntos Culturais. The original
documents are held at the Biblioteca Pública e Arquivo Regional
Luís da Silva Ribeiro in Angra.
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This information is being made available thanks to donations made by São Jorge Genealogy Group Members. Please consider donating at saojorgegenealogy.org to

help us make more resources available.

Terceira
1780-1800:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1780-1800/T
ER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1780-1800_item1/index.html
1806-1814:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1806-1814/T
ER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1806-1814_item1/index.html
1815-1834:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1815-1834/T
ER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1815-1834_item1/index.html
1835-1849:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1835-1849/T
ER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1835-1849_item1/index.html
1850-1861:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1850-1861/T
ER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1850-1861_item1/index.html
1861-1867:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1861-1867/T
ER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1861-1867_item1/index.html
1866-1868:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1866-1868/T
ER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1866-1868_item1/index.html
1869-1871:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1869-1871/T
ER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1869-1871_item1/index.html
1872-1880:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1872-1880/T
ER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1872-1880_item1/index.html
1881-1889:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1881-1889/T
ER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1881-1889_item1/index.html
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http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1780-1800/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1780-1800_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1780-1800/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1780-1800_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1780-1800/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1780-1800_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1806-1814/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1806-1814_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1806-1814/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1806-1814_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1806-1814/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1806-1814_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1815-1834/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1815-1834_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1815-1834/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1815-1834_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1815-1834/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1815-1834_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1835-1849/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1835-1849_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1835-1849/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1835-1849_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1835-1849/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1835-1849_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1850-1861/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1850-1861_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1850-1861/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1850-1861_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1850-1861/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1850-1861_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1861-1867/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1861-1867_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1861-1867/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1861-1867_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1861-1867/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1861-1867_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1866-1868/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1866-1868_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1866-1868/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1866-1868_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1866-1868/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1866-1868_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1869-1871/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1869-1871_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1869-1871/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1869-1871_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1869-1871/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1869-1871_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1872-1880/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1872-1880_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1872-1880/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1872-1880_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1872-1880/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1872-1880_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1881-1889/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1881-1889_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1881-1889/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1881-1889_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1881-1889/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1881-1889_item1/index.html
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Terceira
1890-1899:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1890-1899/T
ER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1890-1899_item1/index.html
1900-1909:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1900-1909/T
ER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1900-1909_item1/index.html
1910-1911:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1910-1911/T
ER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1910-1911_item1/index.html
1912-1913:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1912-1913/T
ER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1912-1913_item1/index.html
1914-1915:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1914-1915/T
ER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1914-1915_item1/index.html
1918-1923:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1918-1923/T
ER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1918-1923_item1/index.html
1926-1927:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1926-1927/T
ER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1926-1927_item1/index.html
1930-1937:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1930-1937/T
ER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1930-1937_item1/index.html
1939-1941:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1939-1941/T
ER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1939-1941_item1/index.html
1944-1947:
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1944-1947/T
ER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1944-1947_item1/index.html
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http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1890-1899/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1890-1899_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1890-1899/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1890-1899_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1890-1899/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1890-1899_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1900-1909/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1900-1909_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1900-1909/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1900-1909_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1900-1909/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1900-1909_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1910-1911/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1910-1911_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1910-1911/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1910-1911_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1910-1911/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1910-1911_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1912-1913/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1912-1913_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1912-1913/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1912-1913_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1912-1913/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1912-1913_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1914-1915/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1914-1915_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1914-1915/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1914-1915_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1914-1915/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1914-1915_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1918-1923/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1918-1923_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1918-1923/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1918-1923_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1918-1923/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1918-1923_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1926-1927/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1926-1927_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1926-1927/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1926-1927_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1926-1927/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1926-1927_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1930-1937/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1930-1937_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1930-1937/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1930-1937_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1930-1937/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1930-1937_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1939-1941/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1939-1941_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1939-1941/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1939-1941_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1939-1941/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1939-1941_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1944-1947/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1944-1947_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1944-1947/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1944-1947_item1/index.html
http://culturacores.azores.gov.pt/biblioteca_digital/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1944-1947/TER-AH-SAOMATEUSCALHETA-S-1944-1947_item1/index.html
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